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The CEH (Certified Ethical Hacker) certificate is without doubt one of the most heavily discussed security certificates in
the english-speaking world, which was one of the reasons why I was curious about it and what challenges I will face with
it. As the topics to be covered are very broad based on their published course outline, I was at first skeptical if everything
would be covered in enough detail in order to pass the CEH exam successfully.

As questions about CEH pop up every few days, both general ones or in particular about preparation and revision, I hope
that this review will help to answer a few of them as well as introduce all of you to EC-Council's own training named
iClass. As they describe it:

"iClass is EC Council&rsquo;s live, online, instructor-led training platform. iClass makes our entire catalog of vendor
neutral certifications available to you in multiple schedule formats, dates, and times."

Let's jump right in and take a look.
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Advertisement - EC-Council 1-Day Official CEH Exam Review Course

Thanks to Donald C. Donzal and The Ethical Hacker Network, I got the opportunity to attend live, online-based training
from EC-Council for the CEH (Certified Ethical Hacker) certification. The online-training, which goes by the name iClass,
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can be attended in two different ways:

1) iWeek: iWeek offers the course in a five day format, which is similar to most bootcamp-style offerings of this courses.
From 8am until 4pm, this option basically requires the whole day for training and exercises.
2) FlexClass: FlexClass distributes the course over five weeks, two days in each week (Tuesday and Thursday) for four
hours (4pm &ndash; 8pm). The advantage of this mode is that the training can be attended, even if one can&rsquo;t take
off for a whole week.

Note: On the decision, which mode one should take, the time zone should be considered as well - MDT (Mountain
Daylight Time (UTC -06:00)).

Normal price for each mode is $2,895 (~ 2020 EUR) or $2,495 (~ 1740 EUR) for early registration.

Both options are held through the Internet, where GoToMeeting (http://www.gotomeeting.com/) is used. The instructor
can show his Desktop and demonstrate the many things which are necessary for the course. Communication can be
done via headset or chat.

As my time was only limited, I headed for the FlexClass option.

Together with the course, the students received five bulky books (3x Curriculum Courseware Volumes, 2x Lab Manuals)
as well as DVDs with the course materials (Presentations, Whitepapers, Tools, etc.) plus the images for VMware or
VirtualBox. Additionally a certification exam voucher, which allows for one try for the exam, and a CEH t-shirt was
shipped all in an EC-Council backpack. The courseware will be discussed later in more detail.

After a short introduction of the course participants and the instructor, who was Eric Reed, the training was off and
running. The training was mostly in the same order as given on the official website. As the time of the course was limited,
all self-study modules which were not needed for the exam were left out. Therefore, modules which were important for
the exam could be studied more intensely, and more time was dedicated for questions and problems from us. Our
instructor was very considerate and adjusted to us very well.

After each training unit we were given a small homework assignment, where a certain number of exercises from the Lab
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Manuals had to be completed (which should be quite a bit more comfortable in FlexClass than in the iWeek format). If
any problem occurred, we were also given the option to contact our instructor via email, though, I have to admit, that
most often no immediate answers were given. The questions or problems were eventually discussed within the next
training lesson.

Study Materials

I used the Official Lab Manuals and DVDs for the homework. They were so far ok. Nothing special or outstanding, but ok.
Most tools were out of date and some of them are poorly sorted, though those DVDs should save some time as there is
no need to search for some of the rare or no longer available tools. Unfortunately some of the DVDs were damaged, as
they couldn&rsquo;t be read &ndash; it seemed that other course participants had the same problem.

After a short contact with EC-Council, new DVDs were sent out and worked fine. Alternatively the option was given to
download the missing files through FTP. The contact with EC-Council was always very fast and friendly.

Regarding the other course materials I can only tell little, as I used them through the course very rarely. Previously I have
read often that they have many errors &ndash; not only grammar and typos, but also with regards to content. I can
confirm this only partially; therefore, I think that they get updated from time to time and subsequently improve in quality.
Though I have to admit in terms of content, often only the included PowerPoint presentations were printed with many
screenshots &ndash; in-depth explanations were missing.

As a final summation of the materials, I have two thoughts. Instead of the many, many (many) covered tools, I would
have wished for more detailed information and explanations and in return discussion about less, but essential tools.
Secondly, it seemed as though a leitmotif was missing, as some modules seemed to be without connection and
unstructured.

As I read quite a lot about CEH before I attended the class, I would like to recommend some other books which can be
used for studying for the exam (especially as people often ask about them):

CEH Official Review Guide

CEH Exam Prep

The CEH Prep Guide
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It should be noted as well that CEH V6 covers the same questions as in V5; therefore, it shouldn&rsquo;t be a problem
that the books are out-of-date.

Conclusion

Altogether I really enjoyed the course. The instructor did a great job and responded to each participant. Since I
hadn&rsquo;t expected too much in-depth explanations from the course (due to the sheer amount of covered topics in
CEH), I was not disappointed. Without doubt, many topics could have discussed in more detail and probably should have
been; however, I think that everything was at least as much covered as needed in order to pass the exam. As I see the
CEH certificate as an advanced entry-level certificate in the IT/Security area, I think the small amount of details used
were sufficient.

Personally I feel that I was prepared very well for the exam. As already written, the instructor did a good job, and,
although I was familiar with most of the covered topics, a few things were included that I wasn&rsquo;t aware of before.
Besides it was good to hear everything again in a summarized way from an official instructor and to have everything
repeated again. This made it easy to keep a positive outcome for the exam always in my mind.

All in all I would therefore recommend the course, especially to all of those readers where their own company would pay
for it. For individuals I think it is a little too expensive, as it is an entry-level certificate and basically all covered topics can
be learned with self-study. On the other hand, considering that it is an online version of the course and no travel
expenses are incurred, it definitely makes it more palatable in this economy.

I hope that this small review could answer some questions. If there are any more questions about this course, please feel
free to continue the discussion in the EH-Net Forums Thread associated with this article. This way others can benefit
from it as well.

Another EH-Net member, Daniel V. Hoffman, has also written an interesting article about CEH, where the focus lies
within self-study. It was written several years ago and covers v4.1 of the CEH exam, but the process still holds up.
(http://www.ethicalhacker.net/content/view/54/24/).

Michael Heinzl
http://www.awesec.com/
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